1. A Resolution Concerning the Search for Candidates for Vice Chancellor

Whereas substantial available evidence indicates that the Faculty and Students at UWM continue to be deeply divided and potentially polarized on the issues which led to the strike and demonstrations last May and those which developed out of that situation; and whereas the position of Vice Chancellor, being one of high status invented with leadership functions within the UWM academic community, can function to promote greater consensus and harmony among us;

Therefore, be it resolved that the UWM Faculty urges the search and screening committee for the Vice Chancellorship to proceed in its task without haste, to conduct a search which is national in scope and not restricted to the University of Wisconsin system, and to include among the criteria of selection, with high priority attached to it, the stature and personal qualities which will command the trust of a majority on both sides of the issues which most divide us.

2. A Resolution Concerning Fair Hearings for Faculty Facing Charges

Whereas four members of this Faculty presently face charges for which dismissal, the most severe penalty which this University can apply, has been recommended, and whereas the maintenance of fair, judicious, and impartial hearings with respect to charges is one of the cornerstones of academic freedom;

Therefore, be it resolved that this Faculty respectfully urges that the members of the faculty hearing committee do everything possible to minimize the effects on the hearings of any statements made prior to the hearings by any State or University officials, administration, or students, judgmental journalistic coverage and comment, or any other external pressures for a verdict one way or another.

3. A Resolution Requesting a Report on Implementation of Legislation

Whereas certain of the legislation* enacted at a properly convened special meeting of this Faculty on May 14, 1970 appears not to have been implemented, and whereas the meeting which enacted this legislation was well attended and the issues, by normal standards at UWM, well debated;

Therefore, be it resolved that this Faculty requests from the Chancellor a detailed written report on actions taken to date to implement this Faculty legislation and on any reasons for failure to implement that legislation, to be submitted to the Faculty within two weeks of the date of the date of the meeting at which this resolution is enacted.

* Legislation dealt with grades for the second semester, 1969-70, creation of more relevant curricula, the legitimacy of the strike and the propriety of its issues, summoning of police onto the campus, wearing of nametags and badges by police on campus, arming of campus police, providing time for activities related to the election of contemporary issues and problems between October 23 and November 2, and tabling of a motion dealing with ROTC on campus until release of the faculty ROTC study committee report.